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number of models per round: this is the minimum number of models that will
be able to be positioned in a round. quake 3 free download full version for

windows 7 model limit: this is how many models are allowed to be positioned
at the same time. quake 3 free download full version for windows 7 model
display level: this is the level that the models are displayed. lower settings

gives a higher level of detail. fragmentate all models: if set to off, models will
not be fragmentated. if set to on, models will be fragmentated. quake 3 free

download full version for windows 7 fragmentate collision models: if set to off,
models will not be fragmentated. the main focus is on the number of players,

while the number of players per map has a secondary effect on how many
players can be maxed out. for a complete list of settings you can refer to the

wiki's quake 3 settings page. each arena contains a set of three gladiators that
players fight for control of, ranked in the order the match begins. the initial set-

up is customized based on what sort of fighter each gladiator is. after the
match is over, the player can review the data in an arena intelligence screen,

enabling real-time balancing and customization. match types include
deathmatch, capture the flag, team deathmatch, ctf, and a new "free for all",

which includes every type of match. each match starts with the arena
preparing an opening fight for the player, and ends with the player winning, or

being defeated. the arena can be entered by either jumping in through a
portal near the entrance or via a player-controlled vehicle mounted on rails.
once in, players will find stairs leading down, entrances on the map, and a
number of pillars where defending gladiators can be concealed. as a player

moves closer to the center of the arena, more guards will attack, and the more
sophisticated gladiators, such as spiro, stralia, and elize. at the other side of
the arena, along a large wall is a series of stairs that lead up to the highest

part of the wall.
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players begin a match with three attributes that affect their fighting abilities.
strength determines how much damage the player can do. dexterity

determines movement and weapon stability. luck determines whether the
player is hit or not. strength also affects the gladiators each player has access
to, depending on level and ranks. strength determines how much damage a

gladiator can do before they die, and the higher the rank, the more gladiators
it can provide. a player may also attach up to three gadgets to their character.

at the starting, players choose their chosen class, and then choose one or
more equipment to customize their character. class begins in the class hall,

where the player can change one or more of their current attributes, as well as
equip new equipment. a class hall is where all classes start off, for the player
to choose between combat, light, and stealth classes. from there, the player
can change three attributes: strength, dexterity, and luck. a player may also
choose a team of three gladiators, and equip them with gear suited to their

fighting style. a map editor allows players to create their own maps, which can
then be played using the official multiplayer tools. players can also create their

own equipment to give to their gladiators to better customize their style of
play. players can also change the names of their maps, and community maps

can be published to this resource after the map is submitted. players can
download maps from anywhere they are connected to the internet. health

points are used to represent life in the arena. the longer players survive, the
more points they will earn. health points are restored at the end of each round,

and after a player is defeated, the arena will score the player's points and
reward them with credits. after players are defeated, the arena will score their
performance and award each player for a particular class/team a bonus based

on their place in the standings. 5ec8ef588b
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